Abstract: A variety of terms are used to describe structural characteristics and concepts in the context of disproportionate collapse of structures. Some of these terms, namely collapse resistance, robustness, and vulnerability as well as redundancy, continuity, ductility, and integrity are discussed in this paper. It is shown that they are often used differently by different writers and that there is not always a general agreement today as to their precise meaning. This paper distinguishes these terms and the associated structural characteristics and suggests working definitions. Based thereupon, a general performance-based framework for preventing disproportionate collapse is presented and the methods available for enhancing the collapse resistance of a structure are discussed.
Introduction
Since the events of September 11, 2001 , research into disproportionate collapse of structures has been intensified and more closely coordinated. Nevertheless, there is no general agreement to date on some key terms used in discussions and publications. Terms such as vulnerability, robustness, and integrity, referring to structural properties, but also labels such as threat-specific, nonthreat-specific, direct, and indirect, referring to design methods, are used differently by different writers. This lack of agreement on terminology gets in the way of a rapid development of procedures and design standards for preventing disproportionate collapse. In the following, the most important terms are compiled and analyzed. Definitions suggested by different writers are examined and compared. On this basis, a set of definitions is suggested that is intended to be self-consistent and precise. It is further shown how the terminology suggested here can easily be expanded into a general framework of design criteria for preventing disproportionate collapse. The design criteria comprise design requirements, design objectives, design methods, and verification procedures that must be specified according to still-to-be-created codified provisions or agreed upon on a project-by-project basis.
Progressive versus Disproportionate Collapse
There is no unique definition of what constitutes a progressive or disproportionate collapse (Haberland and Starossek 2009 Facilities, Vol. 24, No. 6, December 1, 2010 . ©ASCE, ISSN 0887-3828/2010/6-519-528/$25.00. cepts can be extracted from these definitions: the concept of disproportion between cause and effect, and the concept of failure progression (chain reaction). According to these two constituting concepts, disproportionate collapse and progressive collapse can be distinguished. If there is a pronounced disproportion between a relatively minor event and the ensuing collapse of a major part or even the whole of a structure, then this is a disproportionate collapse. When the collapse commences with the failure, induced by a triggering initial event, of one or a few structural components which then in turn triggers a successive failure of other components not directly affected by the initial event, then this is a progressive collapse (Starossek 2009 ).
In general, a progressive collapse can result in a disproportionate collapse if the successive failures spread over a major part of the structure. A disproportionate collapse, on the other hand, can be immediate or progressive. An example for an immediate (i.e., nonprogressive) disproportionate collapse is the collapse of a truss tower following the failure of a corner leg resulting from vehicle impact on the corner leg.
In spite of different meanings, the terms disproportionate collapse and progressive collapse are often used interchangeably because disproportionate collapse often occurs in a progressive manner and progressive collapse can be disproportionate. The term disproportionate collapse is more appropriate in the context of design and performance because a precise definition of disproportionate requires reference to design objectives: a collapse is disproportionate if the hazard scenarios lead to an extent of collapse and other damage that violates the performance objectives. The term progressive collapse is more suitable when referring to the physical phenomenon and mechanism of collapse. A progressive collapse can involve different mechanisms of collapse that depend on the type and form of a structure and its orientation in space, as well as on the type, location and magnitude of the triggering abnormal event (Starossek 2007b (Starossek , 2009 ).
Prevent Disproportionate Collapse
The term abnormal event refers to an event that is unforeseeable or occurs with very low probability and is not considered in the ordinary design of a structure, although it may cause an initial "A progressive collapse is characterized by the loss of load-carrying capacity of a relatively small portion of a structure due to an abnormal load which, in turn, triggers a cascade of failure affecting a major portion of the structure."
local damage and thus trigger a disproportionate collapse (accidental circumstances). Consider an abnormal event, E, that acts on a structure and causes an initial damage, D. The initial damage is the damage that can be ascribed directly to the abnormal event (without resorting to the response of the structure as a whole). It manifests itself as a reduction in the load-carrying capacity (sectional weakening) or as a complete loss of the load-carrying capacity (component failure) of a part of the structure and is usually locally limited. Damage is understood as deviation from the design state, possibly with partial loss of functionality, whereas failure is understood as total loss of functionality. The manner in which the structure reacts to the damage D is an inherent structural characteristic, which can be examined by scenario analyses of assumed cases of damage D independently of specific abnormal events E (notional damage).
The probability of disproportionate collapse as a result of an abnormal event, P [C] , can be broken down into its constituents according to the explanation above-that is, abnormal event, initial damage, disproportionate spreading of failure-and represented as the product of partial probabilities [NISTIR 7396, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 2007] Based on Eq. (1), different strategies to limit the probability of a disproportionate collapse, and thus to enhance the collapse resistance (terms in italics will be discussed and defined later), can be identified by focusing on each of the three partial probabilities, one after the other • Prevent the occurrence of abnormal events. This strategy aims at reducing the probability of occurrence of abnormal events, that is, P [E] , and thus the exposure of the structure. • Prevent the occurrence of an initial damage in consequence of the occurrence of abnormal events. The structure is sufficiently protected or is provided with enough local resistance to withstand abnormal events without suffering significant damage. This strategy aims at the local component behavior. 
Robustness and Collapse Resistance
impacts-and immanent faults, that are undetected defects of the structure, like for example, an undetected crack in a steel girder. The second group is named errors and encompasses all logical threats, that is, human errors in the design, construction, and usage of the structure. In case of an error or an immanent fault, the structure is in a potentially dangerous incorrect state that may lead to damage or failure. These are manifestations of errors or faults. Some abnormal events, partly derived from Alexander (2004) , are listed and classified in Table 2 . The exposure of a structure can be reduced by event control.
• Prevent disproportionate spreading of failure in case of an initial damage. The structure is designed so that the spread of an initial local damage remains limited-an internal property of the structure named robustness. This strategy is aimed at the global system behavior. The goal of this strategy is the reduction of the probability of collapse following an initial damage, that is, P[C (D]. The above outlined design strategies are illustrated by Fig. 1 . Summarizing these strategies, the probability of a disproportionate collapse P[C] can be limited, and thus the collapse resistance can be increased, by reducing the exposure (P [E] ) or the vulnerability (P[D E]) of the structure or by increasing its robustness (P [C! D] ). The exposure of a structure is related to the abnormal events affecting the structure; the vulnerability depends on the individual structural components and robustness on the whole system organization [Joint Committee of Structural Safety (JCSS) 2008; Giuliani 2009] . Influencing abnormal events, and thus the exposure, is often not within the control of the structural engineer but vulnerability and robustness are, given that they are properties of the structure. The first and the second strategy aiming at the reduction of exposure and vulnerability could be entitled "prevent failure initiation"; the third strategy aimed at enhancing robustness could be entitled "prevent disproportionate failure spreading."
Exposure
The exposure results from the threats that possibly affect a structure during construction and lifetime. In the context of disproportionate collapse, only the threats not considered in the ordinary design of a structure are of interest. When they occur, they are called abnormal events.
According to Bontempi et al. (2007a) , the threats to a structure can be classified into physical threats and logical threats (Fig. 2) . The first group is named faults and encompasses all physical threats that may cause a structural damage or failure. They can be again divided into external faults-like extreme environmental actions as well as accidental or intentional explosions or
The term robustness appears frequently in publications on progressive or disproportionate collapse. Even so, it is used differently by different writers and there is no general agreement today as to its precise meaning (Haberland and Starossek 2009) . A selection of definitions is listed in Table 3 . Summing up these definitions, robustness refers to the ability of a structure not to respond disproportionately to either abnormal events or initial damage. It seems useful to introduce distinct terms for these two different definitions: collapse resistance and robustness. Both terms are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Collapse Resistance
Collapse resistance the short form for resistance against disproportionate collapse-is defined here as the insensitivity of a structure to abnormal events (Starossek 2006 (Starossek , 2009 . A structure is collapse resistant if an abnormal event does not lead to disproportionate collapse. A more precise definition is obtained by quantifying the defining terms insensitivity and abnormal events. This is done by referring to the design objectives, which are established in a decision-making process. Accordingly, a structure is collapse resistant if the hazard scenarios do not lead to an extent of collapse and other damage that violates the performance objectives.
A disproportionate collapse is avoided by ensuring collapse resistance, which is a property that depends on both local and global structural features as well as abnormal events. Collapse resistance is the overall design goal. lt is associated with the probability P[C] according to Eq. (1) and can be enhanced by reducing the exposure of a structure, by reducing its vulnerability, or by increasing its robustness, as outlined above and illustrated by Fig. 1 .
Robustness
Robustness is defined here as the insensitivity of a structure to initial damage (Starossek 2006 (Starossek , 2009 (2006) "Robustness. The ability of a structure to withstand events like fire, explosions, impact or the consequences of human error without being damaged to an extent disproportionate to the original cause. -
GSA (2003) "Robustness. Ability of a structure or structural components to resist damage without premature and/or brittle failure due to events like explosions, impacts, fire or consequences of human error, due to its vigorous strength and toughness."
JCSS (2008) "The robustness of a system is defined as the ratio between the direct risks and the total risks (total risks is equal to the sum of direct an indirect risks), for a specified time frame and considering all relevant exposure events and all relevant damage states for the constituents of the system."
Agarwal and England (2008) "Robustness is [ . . . ] the ability of a structure to avoid disproportionate consequences in relation to the initial damage.
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Biondini et al. (2008) "Structural robustness can be viewed as the ability of the system to suffer an amount of damage not disproportionate with respect to the causes of the damage itself." Bontempi et al. (2007b) "The robustness of a structure, intended as its ability not to suffer disproportionate damages as a result of limited initial failure, is an intrinsic requirement, inherent to the structural system organization."
Val and Val (2006) terms insensitivity and initial damage. Again, this is done by referring to the design objectives, which are established in a decision-making process. Accordingly, a structure is robust if an initial damage as determined from the hazard scenarios does not lead to an extent of collapse and other damage that violates the performance objectives. As such, robustness is a property that depends on the structure and the amount of initial damage. If the initial damage is specified as a notional damage, its cause is immaterial and robustness becomes a purely structural property. If the initial damage is first determined from specific abnormal events or notional actions, the conclusion of whether a structure is robust or not depends indirectly also on its exposure and vulnerability (see next section).
Robustness is associated with the conditional probability P [C1D] , and thus the design strategy "prevent disproportionate failure spreading." Robustness can be enhanced by the design methods alternative load paths and segmentation. A robust structure is also collapse resistant, but not vice versa. Nonrobust structures are particularly susceptible to disproportionate collapse. Nevertheless, they can be made collapse resistant by reducing the exposure and vulnerability of the structure (see Fig. 1 ).
Vulnerability
Also the term vulnerability is used differently by different writers and there is no general agreement today as to its precise meaning. According to Lind (1995) , vulnerability is a lack of damage tolerance, which is defined as tolerance of damage unforeseen or not considered in the design. This definition comes dose to the definition of robustness suggested above. Thus, vulnerability can be interpreted as an antonym for robustness. Agarwal et al. (2003) presented a theory of structural vulnerability based on the form and connectivity of a structure, which can be used to identify possible failure scenarios that result in disproportionate collapse. A structure is vulnerable if small damage leads to disproportionately large consequences. Again, this definition seems to be an antonym for robustness defined as insensitivity to initial damage.
Employing different terms for naming the same characteristic is not generally useful. In the same vein, it can be argued that antonyms are unnecessary. This opens up the possibility to use the term vulnerability differently.
A distinction between vulnerability and lack of robustness is presented by the JCSS (2008). Accordingly, vulnerability accounts for the direct consequences of an abnormal event affecting a structure. The direct consequences are related to the component behavior following an event. Furthermore, robustness accounts for both direct and indirect consequences, where indirect consequences are related to the system behavior, that is, the possible disproportionate collapse of the structure or its impaired functionality (see Fig. 3 ). Adopting this distinction, it is suggested here to define vulnerability as the susceptibility of a structure to suffer initial damage, that is, to become easily initially damaged, when affected by abnormal events.
The vulnerability of a structure can be reduced by protecting the structure or by increasing its local resistance. Vulnerability thus depends on the level of protection and on the strength and resistance of its components, that is, it is related to local conditions. Robustness, on the other hand, is related to the global system behavior (see Fig. 1 ). The definitions of the terms vulnerability and robustness suggested here are thus clearly distinct. 
Further Terms
In addition to the terms collapse resistance, robustness, and vulnerability discussed above, a number of other terms are used in the context of disproportionate collapse to denote structural characteristics. Some of these are briefly addressed below (Starossek and Haberland 2008) .
Continuity
Continuity refers to the continuous connectivity between structural components including, for instance, the continuous reinforcement of concrete members. Redundancy and local resistance can be improved through continuity, and extraordinary loadtransfer mechanisms, such as catenary action, can be enabled. Thus, continuity can enhance robustness. This is not always the case, however, and it can even be detrimental in certain circumstances (Starossek 2007a (Starossek , 2009 ).
Ductility
Ductility is the ability of a structural component or structure to sustain large plastic deformations without rupture. This characteristic can be defined on a local component level (rotational ductility) or on the global system level (displacement ductility). Ductility is often listed as a factor that increases the robustness of a structure. Again, this is not always the case as evidenced by a detailed analysis of failure scenarios (Starossek 2009 ).
Redundancy
Redundancy is the availability of alternative load-carrying components and alternative paths for a load to be transferred from a point of application to a point of resistance. This implies the absence of critical components whose failure would cause the collapse of the structure (Frangopol and Curley 1987) . If one or more components fail, the remaining structure is able to redistribute the forces originally carried by the failed components into alternative load paths and thus to limit the disproportionate spreading of failure. Although redundancy also depends on the properties of the individual load-carrying components, it is mainly a function of the topology, continuity, and ductility of the structure. It is thus a structural property on the global system level. Redundancy is a key factor for robustness and hence the prevention of disproportionate collapse [Eurocode 1, Part 1-7, European Committee for Standardization (CEN) 2006; General Services Administration (GSA) 2003]. However, the terms robustness and redundancy denote different properties of the structure and they should be clearly distinguished (Starossek 2006; Biondini et al. 2008) . Using them as synonyms obscures the fact that redundancy is not the only means to achieve robustness.
Damage Tolerance
Lind (1995) defined damage tolerance as the tolerance of damage unforeseen or not considered in the design. Frangopol et al. (1991) called a structure damage tolerant if it continues to perform its basic functions after it has sustained a specified level of damage. Both definitions resemble the definition of robustness suggested above. The usefulness of the additional term damage tolerance thus seems limited.
Integrity
The term general structural integrity has been defined as the property of being able "to sustain local damage with the structural system as a whole remaining stable and not being damaged to an extent disproportionate to the original local damage" [ASCE 7 (ASCE 2005) ]. This corresponds to the term robustness as defined here. The term integrity is used only occasionally, however, to denote this particular meaning. Furthermore, it could also be defined in a different manner more in line with general usage, namely, as the wholeness and intactness of a structure. Integrity would thus refer to the state of a structure and not to its behavior. It is therefore suggested to discontinue the usage of the term integrity in the first mentioned sense and to use the term robustness instead.
Relationships
Various terms are used to describe structural characteristics and concepts in the context of disproportionate collapse. The preceding discussion shows that some of them are used ambiguously at present while others seem superfluous. Useful terms that have been defined here and should be retained are collapse resistance, robustness, vulnerability, exposure, redundancy, continuity, and ductility. The following hierarchical relationships between these terms can be established.
Collapse resistance is the overall design goal in order to prevent disproportionate collapse. Enhancing robustness or reducing vulnerability are two different structural measures for achieving this goal. Another option is the reduction of the exposure of the structure. Robustness is the insensitivity of a structure to initial damage. It partly depends on the redundancy of the structure, which in turn is influenced by continuity and ductility.
Framework for Designing Collapse-Resistant Structures
In the following, a performance-based framework for designing collapse-resistant structures is suggested (Starossek 2007a (Starossek , 2009 ). In performance-based design, a problem is defined and the designer is allowed to devise a solution that solves the problem adequately (Ching and Winkel 2007) . The designer must demonstrate by rational means that performance objectives are met (Hamburger and Moehle 2000) . Note that some elements of the framework suggested here have been implemented in a number of In the assessment and the improvement of a structural design with respect to disproportionate collapse, design criteria are of importance. They are organized into design requirements, design objectives, design methods, and verification procedures (Fig. 4) . The design criteria should be established according to codified provisions as long as these exist and are applicable. If applicable design criteria are unavailable in codified form, they must be agreed upon on a project-by-project basis by the contracting and other affected parties and approved by the construction authorities. For major projects, a project-related agreement will be the rule rather than the exception. Such an agreement requires a decision -making process supported by specialist consultants. 
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Design Requirements
The first step in the design process is to establish the design requirements. In particular, the question of whether collapse resistance is necessary for the structure must be clarified. The answer depends on the significance of the structure with respect to the consequences of a collapse, including the immediate material and immaterial losses but also indirect consequences such as impairment of the infrastructure. Another criterion is the degree of exposure of the structure to abnormal events. Collapse resistance will not be required for every structure. If collapse resistance is found necessary, it can be so to varying degrees. The significance and exposure of a structure can thus serve to establish a classification of structures. This classification can be used to specify design objectives and to select design and verification methods. For instance, structures could be classified into four groups according to the degree of necessity of collapse resistance and thus the level of requirements. Structures of the no-requirements dass do not require an additional assessment or specific measures with respect to collapse resistance. Structures of the basic-requirements dass can be designed using indirect design, whereas structures of the high-requirements and very-highrequirements classes are designed using direct design methods.
Design Objectives
If collapse resistance and direct design are deemed necessary, the design objectives must be specified. They comprise hazard scenarios, performance objectives, and applicable combinations of actions and safety factors.
Hazard scenarios are the abnormal conditions to be assumed in direct design to affect the structure during construction and lifetime. In a threat-specific approach, they are specific abnormal events. In a nonthreat-specific approach, they are notional actions or notional damage, without regard to the cause. Threat-specific design requires the identification and quantification of all abnormal events possibly affecting the structure and the ensuing effects on it. These input data must be derived from experience and expectation. They are likely to be incomplete and imprecise because the future is unknown and some threats remain unpredictable. Threat-specific design, if used, should therefore be complemented by elements of nonthreat-specific design (also called threatindependent design), in particular by the assumption of notional damage. Nonthreat-specific design is intended to provide collapse resistance where possible threats cannot be specified, that is, where possibly existing threats cannot be identified or where known threats cannot be quantified. Instead of considering a specific threat, nonthreat-specific design starts with the assumption of notional actions (loads, pressures, and displacements) or notional damage (e.g., cases of initial local damage). As such, it is scenario based. lt should thus be distinguished from indirect design, which is sometimes referred to as threat-independent but which does not consider hazard scenarios, and therefore is neither threat-specific nor nonthreat-specific. lt is noted that the term nonthreat-specific is somewhat misleading since the notional actions and damage used in nonthreat-specific design are based on a certain range of assumed basis threats that provide a reasonable basis of design. These basis threats can be code-specified baseline threats or project-specific assumptions. This approach is justified by the expectation that structures designed for basis threats also behave well regarding other threats. In summary, the terms threat-specific and nonthreat-specific categorize the manner hazard scenarios for a direct design of collapse-resistant structures are specified. lt is noted that the further design process including the design and verification methods selected to counter these specified hazard scenarios is independent of the manner in which they were obtained.
Performance objectives specify the acceptable response of the structure to the hazard scenarios. They can be defined on a global level, that is, as acceptable extent of collapse and acceptable other damage, or on a local level, for instance, as acceptable rotation of plastic hinges. Other damage includes damage to the noncollapsed remaining structure, damage to the surroundings, and indirect losses resulting from an impairment of public infrastructure and of civil and national defense. The extent of collapse and the other damage can be combined in the term total damage, which refers to the total amount of direct and indirect losses. In the context of performance-based design, global performance objectives are generally more meaningful. Local performance objectives can serve as simplified and substitute criteria for achieving global objectives. Specifying performance objectives is not intrinsically an engineering problem. It can be supported by professionals but must reflect the will of the parties affected by a given project and public opinion.
In ordinary design, combinations of actions and safety factors are mathematically derived from the requirement to achieve a uniform level of safety. This is not currently possible in the condepending on -type of structure -classification -design objectives text of disproportionate collapse. A reasonable level of safety can nevertheless be achieved by using reasonable con~binations and factors. 
Design Methods
In the next step. appropriate design lilethods for ensuring collapse resistance should be selected. The available design methods are event control. protection. increased local resistance, alternative load p a t h . and segmentation. While the first two of these methods are nonstructural methods, the latter three are structural rnethods. Structural lnethods can be implemented within a direct or indirect design approach. Direct design and indirect design are often used terms to categorize design approaches for preventing disproportionate collapse (Ellingwood and Leyendecker 1978) . Direct design airns at explicitly ensuring collapse resistance by verifying that the structure meets specified performance objectives when s~~bjected to specified hazard scenarios. This can be achieved by demonstrating that key structural components are able to withstand specified actions (local resistance) or that the structure is able to confine and arrest a collapse in case of initial darnage (robustness). Direct design strongly relies on structural analysis. Indirect design, on the other hand, aims at increasing the collapse resistance of a structure implicitly by incorporating consensus-approved design features: this is done Lvithout consideration of hazard scenarios ancl witho~it demonstrating, through structural analyses or other means. that performance objectives are met. Such features can be codificd in standards and guidelines or specified for a particular project. both as so-called prescriptive design rules.
The adequacy of a particular design method depends on the type and requirement classification of a structure and the design objecti\-es. Note that although the overall performance-based fra~new,ork more naturally entails direct design, a recourse to indirect design is still an option in certain cases hithin that framework. Due to the flexibility provided by direct design. it is preferable for exceptional and large struc:tures and when n o~e l design features are to be used. Indirect design has the advantage for smaller structures of comrnon design. Beca~ise disproportionate collapse is more a concern for large structure\, direct d e i g n is usually preferable. The available design methods are further discussed in a separate section belou. Finally, suitable procedures for verifying the collapse resistance of a structure need to be selected and performeti whcn direct design is used. It must be demonstr;lted that a structure nieets specified performance objectives when subjected to specitied hazard scenarios. In an analytical \,erilication. the modeling of structure and hazard scenarios and the analysis should be sufficiently accurate (depending on the requirement c1ussific:rtion of thc structure and the design objectives). In particular caws. verification can be performed by nod el or full-scalc tests.
Available Design Methods
In this section. the available methotis for enhancing the collapse resistance of a structure are addres5ed and relatcd to overarching design concepts (see Fig. 5 ) . This is riot mean1 to be a detailed discussion but rather serves for distingui5hin: the basic ideas of the various methods. Note that design methods that airn at preventing failure initiation (event control. protection. and increased local resistance) require a better knowledge of the abnormal events possibly affecting a structure than design methods that aim at preventing disproportionate spreading of failure (alternati~e load paths. isolatioli by segmentation).
Event Control
Event control reduces the exposure of a structure b! reducing the probabilit) of occurrence and the intensit) of abnorlnal events. It thus addresses the probability P [E] in Eq. (1). Event control is a nonstructural measure. The kind of abnormal event to be controlled must be anticipated for implementing event control. It is thus a threat-specific method. This approach does not increase the collapse resistance inherent to the structure itself and it requires expertise and information beyond the realm of structural engineering.
Protection
The protection method reduces the vulnerability of a structure, that is, its susceptibility to suffer initial damage, by mitigating the effect of abnormal events. It addresses the probability P [D1E] in Eq. (1). Like event control, protection is a nonstructural measure. Nevertheless, the selection of protective measures requires knowledge about the structural behavior. This is because it is reasonable to protect only the so-called key elements. A key element is a structural component (or a part of the structure) whose failure would result in an extent of collapse and other damage that violates the performance objectives. A further condition is that a key element is not larger than the structural part assumed to initially fall as determined from the hazard scenarios. Nonstructural measures of protection include additional auxiliary structures (e.g., impact-resistant barriers) as long as they are not components of the load-transfer system of the structure being protected.
increased Local Resistance
Instead of by protection, the vulnerability of a structure can also be reduced by locally increasing its resistance (hardening), which likewise addresses the probability P[D It aims at preventing or lessening an initial damage that could otherwise lead to disproportionate collapse. This method usually focuses on the key elements of a structure. The key elements are explicitly designed to withstand specified hazard scenarios, that is, the effects of specific abnormal events or notional actions. This approach is called the specific-local-resistance method. As such, it is a direct design method that can be threat-specific or nonthreat-specific depending on how the hazard scenarios are specified.
Local resistance can also be increased by indirect design using prescribed design layouts and detailing for standard structural components that provide a certain degree of increased local resistance. Such an approach has occasionally been called enhanced local resistance. A more fitting label is prescribed local resistance. An example for prescribed local resistance is prescribed hardening of building perimeter columns; but also vertical ties for transferring uplift forces due to internal explosions can be grouped into this category.
Alternative Load Paths
Alternative load paths provide alternatives for a load to be transferred from a point of application to a point of resistance. They enable a redistribution of forces originally carried by failed components and thus prevent a failure from spreading. This method is related to the overall structural response to an initial damage, and thus the probability P[C D]. lt is one possibility to enhance the robustness of a structure.
Alternative load paths can form through ordinary or extraordinary load-transfer mechanisms. Examples for the latter are the inversion of flexural load transfer (from hogging to sagging above a failing column), the transition from flexural to tensile load transfer (catenary action), and the transition from plane to spatial load transfer (in one-way slabs turning into two-way slabs). An addition of alternative load paths goes along with an increase in continuity, strength, and, possibly, ductility.
Alternative load paths can be provided by direct design. lt must then be demonstrated that the structure is insensitive to specific abnormal events or to notional actions or notional damage. The method is thus applied in a threat-specific or nonthreatspecific manner. Design guidelines like General Services Administration Progressive Collapse Analysis and Design Guidelines (GSA 2003) and Unified Facilities Criteria Design of Buildings to Resist Progressive Collapse (UFC 4-023-03, DoD 2005) specify notional damage to be considered in the application of the alternative-paths method, and are thus nonthreat-specific.
When using the alternative-path method in a threat-specific manner, the initial damage that results from the specific abnormal events first has to be determined in a preliminary analysis. The remaining design and verification process is the same.
Alternative load paths can also be provided by indirect design. The prescriptive design rules codified so far in standards and guidelines are intended to provide tension ties, to enable catenary action, and to ensure ductility in building structures. It appears that most of these codified measures aim, in one way or another, at providing alternative load paths.
Isolation by Segmentation
Isolation by segmentation (also called compartmentation or compartmentalization) is a second possibility to enhance the robustness of a structure. In this approach, a spreading of failure following an initial damage is prevented or limited by isolating the failing part of a structure from the remaining structure by so-called segment borders (Starossek 2007a) . Segment borders are formed by strong components designed to arrest an incipient collapse or by weak components at which failing parts can safely disconnect from the structure (structural fuses); a third possibility of creating segment borders is to provide them with high ductility and large energy dissipation capacity (Starossek 2009 ). Like the alternative-paths method, segmentation is related to the overall structural response to an initial damage, and thus the probability P[C D]. Both methods are compared by Starossek (2009) .
Segmentation has originally been introduced as a direct design method (Starossek 2006) . As such, it starts from specified hazard scenarios, that is, from specific abnormal events or from notional actions or notional damage. The method can thus be applied in a threat-specific or nonthreat-specific manner. If the initial damage is not specified as a notional damage, it must first be determined from the specific abnormal events or notional actions in a preliminary analysis. It also seems possible to devise prescriptive design rules aiming at isolating an incipient collapse by segmentation. This would correspond to the indirect-design version of the segmentation method.
Summary of Definitions
• Disproportionate collapse. A collapse that is characterized by a pronounced disproportion between a relatively minor event and the ensuing collapse of a major part or the whole of a structure.
• Progressive collapse. A collapse that commences with the failure of one or a few structural components and then Progresses over successively affected other components.
• Exposure. The exposure results from the abnormal events that possibly affect a structure during construction and lifetime and are not considered in ordinary structural design.
• Abnormal event. An event that is unforeseeable or occurs with very low probability and is not considered in the ordinary design of a structure (but may trigger a disproportionate collapse).
• Initial damage. The damage to a structure that can be ascribed directly to an abnormal event (without resorting to the response of a structure as a whole) or a theoretically assumed damage (notional damage) used in the design of a structure. Initial damage is usually locally limited.
• Collapse resistance. Insensitivity of a structure to abnormal events. A structure is collapse resistant if abnormal events do not lead to disproportionate collapse.
• Robustness. Insensitivity of a structure to initial damage. A structure is robust if an initial damage does not lead to disproportionate collapse.
• Vulnerability. Susceptibility of a structure to suffer initial damage when affected by abnormal events. A structure is vulnerable if abnormal events easily lead to initial damage.
• Continuity. Continuous connectivity between structural components.
• Ductility. Ability of a structural component or structure to sustain large plastic deformations without rupture.
• Redundancy. Availability of alternative load paths.
• Direct and indirect design. These terms categorize approaches for designing collapse-resistant structures: (1) direct design aims at explicitly ensuring collapse resistance by demonstrating that the structure meets specified performance objectives when subjected to specified hazard scenarios and (2) indirect design aims at increasing the collapse resistance of a structure implicitly by incorporating consensus-approved design features, which is done without consideration of hazard scenarios and without demonstrating that performance objectives are met.
• Threat-specific and nonthreat-specific design. These terms categorize the manner hazard scenarios for a direct design of collapse-resistant structures are specified: (1) threat-specific design is based on specific threats that possibly affect the structure (specific abnormal events) and (2) nonthreat-specific design is based on the assumption of notional actions or notional damage.
• Design objectives. Design objectives are the basis of direct design of collapse-resistant structures. They comprise hazard scenarios, performance objectives, and applicable combinations of actions and safety factors.
• Hazard scenarios. The abnormal conditions to be assumed in the design to affect a structure during construction and lifetime. In threat-specific design, they are specific abnormal events; in nonthreat-specific design, they are notional actions or notional damage.
• Performance objectives. The acceptable response of a structure to the hazard scenarios.
• Event control. Reducing the probability of occurrence and the intensity of abnormal events thus reducing the exposure of a structure.
• Protection. Mitigating the effect of abnormal events through nonstructural measures thus reducing the vulnerability of a structure.
• Increased local resistance. An increase (or confirmation of adequacy) of local structural resistance; aims at preventing or lessening an initial damage that could otherwise lead to disproportionate collapse, and thus reduces the vulnerability of a structure.
• Alternative load paths. Alternative paths for a load to be transferred from a point of application to a point of resistance; enable a redistribution of forces originally carried by failed components thus preventing a failure from spreading; enhances the robustness of a structure.
• Segmentation. Segmenting a structure by dedicated segment borders to isolate a failure that occurs in a segment within that segment thus preventing a failure from spreading; enhances the robustness of a structure.
• Key element. A structural component (or a part of the structure) whose failure would result in an extent of collapse and other damage that violates the performance objectives and that is not larger than the structural part assumed to initially fail as determined from the hazard scenarios.
Conclusions
Various terms used in the context of disproportionate collapse were discussed and related to each other. After suggesting definitions for these terms, a consistent conceptual framework was developed. It can serve as the basis for designing structures against disproportionate collapse.
Disproportionate collapse is prevented by ensuring collapse resistance, a property defined as the insensitivity of a structure to abnormal events. Collapse resistance can be achieved by reducing the exposure of a structure or by reducing its vulnerability-two measures that aim at preventing failure initiation or by increasing its robustness-a measure that aims at preventing disproportionate spreading of failure. The exposure results from abnormal events; the vulnerability of a structure is its susceptibility to become initially damaged by abnormal events; and robustness is its insensitivity to such initial damage. Redundancy, continuity, and ductility are factors that influence robustness, not Synonyms. Further conceptual terms were clarified: direct and indirect design categorize design methods for preventing disproportionate collapse; threat-specific and nonthreat-specific design categorize the manner in which hazard scenarios for direct design are specified.
On this basis, a general performance-based framework of design criteria for designing collapse-resistant structures was developed. The design criteria comprise design requirements, design objectives, design methods, and verification procedures that must be specified according to still-to-be-created codified provisions or agreed upon on a project-by-project basis. Design requirements are the specification of whether collapse resistance is required for a structure and, if yes, the specification of the level of requirements on design objectives, design methods, and verification procedures. Design objectives are the basis of direct design. They are composed of hazard scenarios and performance objectives. Design methods are methods that enhance the collapse resistance of a structure. Verification procedures are used to verify the collapse resistance of a structure in the context of direct design by demonstrating that the structure meets specified performance objectives when subjected to specified hazard scenarios.
Finally, five design methods to prevent disproportionate collapse were explained and related to the overarching conceptual framework. Event control reduces the exposure of a structure by averting abnormal events. The protection method reduces its vulnerability by mitigating the effect of abnormal events. The localresistance method reduces vulnerability by locally increasing structural resistance. The alternative-paths method enhances the robustness of a structure by providing the capability of redistributing forces originally carried by failed components. And the segmentation method enhances the robustness of a structure by isolating the failing part of a structure from the remaining structure by dedicated segment borders. While the first two of these methods are nonstructural methods, the latter three entail structural design features, which can be implemented in a direct threatspecific, a direct nonthreat-specific, or an indirect manner.
